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Integrity Roofing & Exteriors: In response to recent storm damage 
throughout Southern Ill. is offering free 35 point roof inspections and 
insurance deductible assistance. 

 

Record catastrophic hail and wind storms strike southern Illinois in 
2009 leaving many with roof damage that they aren’t even aware of. 
Integrity Roofing and Exteriors helps hundreds, not only rebuild, but 
sift through the complicated insurance process. 



Marion Illinois – May 08, 2009 – Integrity Roofing and Exteriors, the 
premier residential restoration firm in the Midwest, announced today 
that its Southern Illinois office will help home owners throughout the 
Southern Illinois area this year, not only rebuild, but understand and 
work through the often complex insurance claims process. 

“Most homeowners do not realize they have hail damage. Why? It is 
impossible to see damage from the ground,” states Brian James. 
“Homeowners need a trained professional who knows the difference 
between nail pops, blistering and hail damage. Just because your car 
didn’t get dinged up doesn’t mean the integrity of your roof hasn’t 
been compromised. The solution is to have a trained professional 
examine your roof up close. And since our company offers a no 
obligation, free, 35 point inspection, homeowners have nothing to lose 
– with one exception. If homeowners wait and do not file a claim in 
time, they may have to pay out of pocket.” 

In addition to offering homeowners great workmanship and great 
customer service, Integrity has a team of insurance claim specialists 
that assist homeowners in understanding and working through the 
often complex insurance claims process. 

I want to sing the praises of a local roofing company, Integrity Roofing 
and Exteriors. They completed my new roof earlier this year. They met 
with my insurance adjuster and myself, and made me feel very 
comfortable with the entire process. They kept me up-to-date with my 
project, and always returned my calls. Not only was the work that they 
provided exceptional, but I also loved the warranty that I received at 
no additional charge. They workers were very clean and professional, 
and my service was wonderful. I would recommend this company to 
anyone who needs roof work done. 

About Integrity Roofing and Exteriors. Integrity Roofing and 
Exteriors is committed to the community it serves providing 
employment and resources for long-term cooperative growth. Their 
commitment to 5 star customer service is unprecedented in the 
construction industry. Call them anytime at: 888-879-5910 
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